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The BOSONE <bosone@edcgov.us> 
To: EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Fyi for the covid item. 

Kind Regards, 

Cindy Munt 
Assistant to Supervisor John Hidahl, District 1 

Board of Supervisors, County of El Dorado 

Phone: (530) 621-5650 

CLICK HERE to follow Supervisor Hidahl on Facebook 

CLICK HERE to visit Supervisor Hidahl's web page 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Tracy Doyle <tnddoyle@icloud .com> 
Date: Mon, Feb 1, 2021 at 12:00 PM 
Subject: Dr. Fauci ( video) ct thresholds 

Mon, Feb 1, 2021 at 3:24 PM 

To: John Hidahl <bosone@edcgov.us>, George Turnboo 2 <bostwo@edcgov.us>, The Bosthree <bosthree@edcgov.us>, 
Lori Parlin <bosfour@edcgov.us>, <bosfive@edcgov.us>, Donald Ashton <don.ashton@edcgov.us> 

Hello Supervisors and Mr. Ashton, 

The "term paper" Nancy Williams created in response to many constituents asking questions is flawed. She's either very 
misinformed or she is incompetent. Or? 

Please listen to Dr. Fauci as he discusses Ct thresholds. He stated that anything over 37 is dead nucleotides. He says 35 
is becoming standard. Stem Express uses 40. This info was provided in response to a PRA request in Sacramento. Why 
is it Sacramento provided the info and Nancy replies with gaslighting and copy/paste from a professional organization. 
Nancy says "ample evidence" regarding asymptomatic spreads. I have read ample evidence that says otherwise. Nancy 
should be required to show us the double blind peer review studies for her "ample evidence." The burden of proof should 
be on her to provide valid sources for her stayemts. Not a professional organization she ? paid to be a member of. Nancy 
thinks she knows more than Fauci apparently and the WHO. 

Florida 

https://anti-empire.com/florida-becomes-first-us-state-to-require-reporting-of-ct-values-for-pcr-tests/ 

Dr Fauci ( about 4 minutes in) 

https://m. youtube .com/watch?t=260&v=a _ Vy6fgaBP E& feature=youtu. be 

" ... If you get a cycle threshold of 35 or more ... the chances ofit being replication-competent are 
miniscule .. . you almost never can culture virus from a 37 threshold cycle ... even 36 .. .it's 
just dead nucleoids, period." Fauci 

This is getting ridiculous! 
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I wonder if stem express is still using 40. 

Also, I calculated EDC death rate. It's .00690947 so 99.9 % of confirmed positives in EDC 
have survived. 

Fully open this county, now. Rescind the emergency declaration now. 

Tracy Doyle 
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